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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The PDSSjIMC Qualification Test software is designed and 
operates in accordance with the "PDSSjIMC Requirements and 
Functional Specifications", IR-AL-OIO, 1 June 1983. The 
PDSS/IMC Qualification Test design specifications are contained 
in document IR-AL-021, "PDSS/IMC Qualification Test Software 
Detailed Design Specifications". 
The PDSS/IMC Qualification Test (QT) software is designed 
f or checkout of the IMCE on a board level. The QT tests have 
been defined to permit controlled testing of the IMCE 
interfaces. The standard POSS functions are available for 
PDSS/IMC. A CAMAC crate and special purpose boards have been 
developed (or procured) to support the IMCE QT. Figure A-I 
depicts the PDSS/IMC GSE layout while Figure A-2 shows the 
POSS/IMC CAMAC Crate card locations. Figure A-3 shows the 
PDSS/IMC GSE Functional Diagram and also identifies the cabling 
required for the IMC application. 
The IMC QT sof~ware has been developed as user tasks 
running under POSSe Figur e A-4 depicts the tasks, task 
interfaces, and data flow for OT software. 
This manual defines the user interfaces used for OT set 
up, run time commands, run time displays, and shutdown. The 
reader should be familiar with RT-il and PDSS. 
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2.0 POSS/IMC QT STARTUP 
The following start up procedures should be followed. 
SET UP 
1. Turn on IMCE CAMAC Crate 
2. Turn on Conrac VDU 
3 • Turn on VT-lOO 
4. Turn on DSD-880 
5 • Turn on PDSS CAMAC Crate 
6. Turn on SEID 
7 • Turn on Quantex Li ne Printer 
The LSI 11/23 will boot RT-11 from the DSD winchester 
disk. Standard RT-ll Operating System commands can be used to 
set the data and time. 
• DATE dd-mmm-yy 
• TIME hh:mm:ss 
QT START 
The following command is used to load and execute the IMC 
Qualification Test software. 
8RQT 
When loaded, the PDSS Master Disp l ay page ( Figure A-IS) 
will be shown on the Vt-lOO. The PDSS software first 
establishes communication wit h the SEI D. If the SE I D 
i niti alization power up message is not present, the PDSS Master 
Display will request the operator to reset the SEID. This 
request is made on the PDSS Master Display page by d i splaying a 
3 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEn 
"RESET SEID" message rather than the "SELECT OPTION" message and 
by ringing the VT-100 bell. When the operator depresses (only 
once) the SEID reset button, the POSS Master Display page 
returns to the "SELECT OPTION" message. 
POSS has now been loaded and is operational. 
EXECUTION 
To initiate the IMC Qua l ification Test application, the 
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Selects POSS Execute 
Sets GML Analog Measurement 
Resolution to 120MV 
Causes . QT SEIO Monitor File 
to be loaded in LSI 11/23 
Sends SEID Monitor to SEID 
Starts SEIO Monitor 
Switches VDU to User Pages 
Activates User Tasks 
"QT: WELCOME TO PDSS/IMC -
STRIKE "=STAR II TO PROCEEO II 






Causes PDSS/IMC to perform 
initialization 
"QT : QT INIT COMPLETE 
STRIKE "=STAR" TO PROCEED" 
Message wi 1 1 be written to 
system console 
Causes PDSS/IMC QT to begin 
operation 
Execute RALG test to gather 
IMCE AI's 
To terminate a PDSS/lMC QT session, the following steps 














Stops Log, closes f i 1 e s and 
prepares QT for termination 
Stops SEID GML 
Stops PDSS 
Terminates PDSS Task 
Unloads Foreground Task 
3.0 PDSS/IMC QT COMMANDS 
PDSS/IMC QT commands are broken into two categori es : QT 
Test commands and QT system commands. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 list 
the QT commands for each category. 
The general syntax for PDSS/IMC QT commands is as follows. 
=cccc</k> <pl,p2, ••• pn> 
All PDSS/IMC QT commands must have an equal "=" character 
as the first character. The "= " character is used by the PDSS 
keyboard monitor for detecting those commands to be handled by 
user tasks. Failure to have an "=" as the first character 
results in a PDSS message, "PDSS-68: INVALID COMMAND". 
The • cccc' field is specified in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. 
Embedded blanks are not allowed in the 'cccc'. 
The < > brackets denote optional data for commands. 
Keys Uk) are optiona l and may be included with commands. 
Parameters are entered as pl.p2 ••••• pn. Unless otherwise 
specified. the data is entered in hexadecimal. Leading zeroes 
are not required. Spaces are allowed between parameters but not 
within the data itself. Either commas or spaces may be used as 
separators. The number of parameters i s a function of the 
command. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED" 
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TABLE 3-1: OT TEST COMMANDS 
AC TI 0 N 
Execute IMCE DEP Instruction Self-Test 
Execute IMCE DEP Memory Test 
Execute Read RAUl Data Test 
Execute Read Discrete Input Test 
Execute Read Analog Input Test 
Execute Read Gyro Input Test 
Execute RAUS Data Test 
Execute Discrete Output ON Test 
Execute Discrete Output OFF Test 
Execute Discrete Output Test 
Execute Read WUPPE Data Test 
Execute Read UIT Data Test 
Execute Issue RAUS Data Test 
Execute Preset GMT 
Execute Read GMT 
Execute PCC Instruction Test 
Execute PCC Memory Test 
Execute HRM Set 
Execute Throughput Test 
Execute Set Pulse Synchronous Read 
















TABLE 3-2 : QT SYSTEM COMMANDS 
ACTION 
System Control 




Print Display Pages 
System Reset 
Issue CAMAC I/O 
System Start 
Single Step 
Insert Comment for Log 
Modify QT Data 
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3.1 QT TEST COMMANDS 
The 21 QT test commands identified in Table 3-1 initiate a 
specific Qualification Test. 
The logical sequence for all QT tests is as follows. 
1. PDSS/IMC performs test set up. 
2. PDSS/IMC sends messages to IMCE. 
3. IMCE sends message acknowledge. 
4. PDSS/IMC waits while IMCE performs test. 
5. IMCE sends response message. 
6. PDSS/IMC sends acknowledge. 
7. IMCE sends second response me,ssage (i f requi red). 
8. PDSS/IMC sends acknowledge. 
9. PDSS/IMC verifies test data. 
The general syntax of the QT test commands is as follows. 
=cccc</N> <p1.p2 •••• pn> 
The number of parameters for each command is specified in 
Table 3-3 along with the QT data name. Each of the commands is 
described below. The /N key removes a task from the task 
sequence (see Section 3.2.1). 
The user should reference the IR-AL-010 or IR-AL-021 
documents for details of the individual QT tests. Tables 3-4 
and 3-5 define the QT command and response messages and data 
content. 
For each of the QT commands, the following information is 
provided: the command message (C:), the response message (R:), 
the command parameter data (P:), the varying data function, and 
any pertinent notes. 
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TABLE 3-3: QT TEST PARAMETERS AND DATA 
COMMAND II INPUT PARMS DATA 
XIIT a 
XIMT a 
RDRI 29 DRDRI 
RlJIS 32 DRDIS 
RALG 32 DRALG 
RGYR 24 DRGYR 
RDRS 33 DRDRS 
ISON 3 DISON 
ISOF 2 DISOF 
ISOT 28 DISOT 
IDWP 3 DIDWP 
IDUI 5 DIDUI 
IDRS 28 DIDRS 
PGMT 4 DGMT 
RGMT a 
XP IT a 
XPMT a 
XHRM 1 DXHRM 




TABLE 3-4: OT COMMAND MESSAGES 
#DATA 
COMMAND COMMAND MESSAGE WORDS 
X I IT FOOO 1303 0002 0001 0 
XIMT FOOO 1303 0002 0002 0 
RDRI FOOO 1303 OOlE 0003 dddd •••• dddd 28 
ROIS FOOO 1303 0002 0004 0 
RALG FOOO 1303 0002 0005 0 
RGYR FOOO 1303 0002 0006 0 
RORS FOOO 1303 0002 0007 0 
ISDN FOOO 1303 0005 0008 xxxx xxxx yyy~ 3 
ISOF FOOD 1303 0004 0009 xxx x xxxx 2 
ISOT FOOD 1303 OOlE OOOA aaaa aabb 28 
IOWP FOOO 1303 0005 OOOB aaaa bbbb ecce 3 
lOUr FOOO 1303 0007 OOOC aaaa bbbb ecce dddd eeee 5 
IORS FOOO 1303 OOlE 0000 dddd dddd 28 
PGMT FOOD 1303 0005 OOOE aaaa bbbb bbbb 3 
RGMT FO OO 1303 0002 OOOF 0 
XP IT FOOD 1303 0002 0010 0 
XPMT FOOO 1303 0002 0011 0 
XHRM FOOD 1303 0003 0012 aaaa 1 
SSPR FOOD 1303 0003 0013 aaaa 1 
XINT FOOO 1303 0002 0014 0 
XTPT FOOO 1303 0003 0015 dddd 1 
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TABLE 3-5: QT RESPONSE MESSAGE 
#DATA 
COMMAND COMMAND MESSAGE WORDS 
X I IT 1281 0007 ssss nnmm nnmm 5 
XIMT 1281 0008 ssss 0003 0000 aaaa dddd eeee ecce 6 
RDRI 1281 001F ssss xxxx xxxx 29 
1281 0005 ssss xxxx xxxx xxxx 3 
RDIS 1281 0004 ssss aaaa aaaa 2 
RALG 1281 001F ssss dddd dddd 32 
1281 0005 ssss dddd dddd dddd 
RGYR 1281 OOOE 5555 aaaa aaaa bbbb bbbb ecce ecce 12 
dddd dddd eeee eeee ffff ffff 
RDRS 1281 001F ssss dddd dddd 32 
1281 0005 ssss dddd dddd dddd 
ISON 1281 0004 5555 aaaa aaaa 2 
ISOF 1281 0004 ssss aaaa aaaa 2 
ISOT 1281 OOlE s s s's aabb aabb - 28 
IDWP 1281 0006 ssss eeee ffff gggg 4 
IDUI 1281 0009 ssss ffff gggg hhhh i ii i jjjj kkkk 1111 7 
IDRS 1281 001F ssss bbbb bbbb 32 
1281 0005 ssss bbbb bbbb bbbb 
PGMT 1281 0005 ssss aaaa bbbb bbbb 3 
RGMT 1281 0005 ssss aaaa bbbb bbbb 3 
XPIT 1281 0002 ssss 0 
XPMT 1281 0002 ssss 0 
XHRM 1281 0003 ssss aaaa 1 
SSPR 1281 0·003 ssss aaaa 1 
XI NT 1281 0002 ssss 0 
XTPT 1281 0003 ssss dddd 1 
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3.1.1 XIIT - Execute IMCE Instruction Test 
The IMCE is commanded to perform an Instrution Test. 
C: FOOD 1303 0002 0001 
R: 1281 0007 ssss nnmm .... nnmm 
ssss = IMCE Status 
---0 = Test Successful 
---1 = Test Fa i 1 
nnmm = nn - Test Number, mm - Failure Code 
01mm = Integer Arithmetic 
01mm = Logical Operator 
03mm = Control Ope r a t ',i 0 n 
04mm = Compare Operation 
05mm = Floating Point Arithmetic 
3.1.2 XIMT - Execute IMCE Memory Test 
C: 
R: 




ssss 0003 0000 aaaa dddd eeee 
ssss = IMCE Status 
---0 = Test Successful 
---1 = Test Fa i 1 
aaaa = Address of Error 
dddd = Data Read 
eeee = Data Expected 
cccc = EPROM Checksum 
14 
cccc 
3.1.3 RORI - READ RAUl 
C: 
R : 
The lMCE ; 5 commanded to read the RAUl interface . 
FOOO 1303 001E 0003 dddd 
1281 001F ssss XXXX XXXX 
1281 0005 ssss XXXX XXXX xxxx 
dddd 
dddd = Data Pattern Written to RAUl 
0020 
FAF5 1111 2222 3333 4444 5555 
8888 9999 AAAA BBBB CCCC DODO 
0000 0123 4567 89AB CDEF FEDC 
3210 0011 2233 4455 3210 0011 
ssss = IMCE Status 











The one's complement of the data pattern dddd is output on 
alternating executions. 
3.1.4 RDIS - Read Discrete Inputs 
The IMCE is commanded to read t he 010 Di s c rete Inputs. 
c: FOOO 1303 0002 0004 
R: 1281 0004 ssss aaaa aaaa 
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ssss = IMCE Status 
aaaa = IMCE 010 Discrete Inputs (32 to 17) 
(16 to 1) 
P: The PDSS sets the SEID/RAU Discrete Outputs per the command 
data table (xxyy). 
xx = Channel Number (0 to 31) 
yy = 01/0N, DO/OFF 
0000 0101 0200 0301 0400 0501 0600 0701 
0800 0901 OAOO .OB01 OCOD 0001 OEOO OF01 
1000 1101 1200 1301 1400 1501 1600 1701 
1800 1901 1AOO 1B01 ACOO AD01 lEOO lFO,l 
Varying Data: 
The ON/OFF state is changed on alternate executions. 
3.1.5 RALG - Read Analog 
The IMCE is commanded to read its A/D AIls. 
c: FOOD 1303 0002 0005 
R: 128 1 OOIF ssss dddd dddd 
1281 00 05 ssss dddd dddd dddd 
ssss = IMCE Status 
dddd = 32 A/D Analog Input Channels 
10 bit, 2 1 5 complement, left justified 
range = -10.0v to +10.0v 
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P: The PDSS sets the CAMAC 32 AO's per the command data table. 
(12 bit, 2's complement, r i ght justified, r ange = -10.0v to 
+10.0v) • 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
Varying Data: 
One volt is added to all 32 channels for each execution. 
(1 vo lt = "oocc = 204 COUNTS) 
Note: 
The conversion for the IMCE Analog Inputs is as follows. 
Voltage = RAW 20V 
64 1024 
The c onvers i on for the PDSS CAMAC Analog Outputs is as 
follows. 
Voltage = RAW 20V 
4096 
Analog Input channels 8, 9, and 10 read the three 
thermister switches. The switch settings are as follows. 













Analog Input channels 11, 12, 13,14,15, and 16 are 
differential analogs. Their expected values are computed below. 
Expected = 2.4205 * Analog Output (Channel 11) 
Expected = -2.4205 * Analog Output (Channel 12, ••• 16) 
If an Analog Output value exceeds 4.13 volts or is less 
than -4.13 volts, the differentials are saturated. 
3.1.6 RGYR - Read Gryos 
The I M C E i s com man d edt 0 rea d the g y r 0 '. p u 1 s e s • 
C: FOOO 1303 0002 0006 
R: 1281 OOOE ssss aaaa aaaa bbbb bbbb cccc cccc 
dddd dddd eeee eeee ffff ffff 
ssss = IMCE Status 
aaaa = 32 Bit Gy ro Counter 
bbbb = 32 Bit Gy ro Counter 
cccc = 32 Bit Gy ro Counter 
dddd = 32 Bit Gy ro Counter 
eeee = 32 Bit Gy ro Counter 
ffff = 32 Bit Gyro Counter 
P : The PO S S loa d s the PO SSG y r 0 p u 1 s e s per· the f 01 low i n g 
command data. 
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R C Rate ( P / S ) Count Channel 
-
0400 0800 10,240. 2.048. XA 
0400 1000 10,240. 4,096. ZA 
0400 1800 10,240. 6·,144. YB 
0400 2000 10,240. 8,192. YC 
0400 2800 10,240. 10,240. XB 
0400 3000 10,240. 12,288. ZC 
0400 0800 10,240. 2,048. XA 
0400 1000 10,240. 4,096. ZA 
0400 1800 10,240. 6,144. YB 
0400 2000 10,240. 8,192. YC 
0400 2800 10,240. 10,240. XB 
0400 3000 10,240. 12 , 288. ZC 
N·ote : The gyro rate conversion i s as follows. 
Rate = V * 40,960 = V * 10. pulses/second 
4,096 
Max Rate = ·"OCOO = 30,720 pulses/second 
Min Rate = "0001 = 10 pulses/second 
Varying Data: 
The rate is stepped from 0001, 0002, 0004, 0008, 0010, .•• , 
0100, 0200, 0400 (i.e., 10 PIS to 10,240 PIS). The sign is 
switched from + to - or - to + on alternate executions. The 













To perform the GYRO test without PDSS issuing pulse 
commands, the user enters "=GYRO/". 
3.1.7 RDRS - Read RAUS 
The IMCE i s commanded to read the RAUS ( AS T 1) interface. 
C: FOOD 1202 0002 0007 
R: 12 81 001F ssss dddd dddd 
1281 0005 ssss dddd dddd dddd 
ssss = IMCE Status 
dddd = RAUS data - 32 words 
P: The PDSS loads the RAUS buffer per the command data. 
0020 
0001 FFFE 0003 FFFC 0005 FFFA 0007 FFF8 
0009 FFF6 OOOB -FFF4 0000 FFF2 OOOF FFFO 
1111 2222 3333 4444 5555 6666 7777 8888 
9999 AAAA BBBB CCCC DODD EEEE FFFF 0000 
Vary i ng Data: 
The one's compliment of the data pattern dddd is output on 
a l ternate executions. 
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3.1G8 ISON - Issue DEI/DIO Discrete Outputs ON 
The IMCE is commanded to turn on selected 010 Discrete 
Outputs and to set the DEI discretes. 
C: FOOO 1303 0005 0008 xxxx xxxx yyyy 
R: 1281 0004 ssss aaaa aaaa 
Varying Data: 
xxxx = 010 Discrete Outputs (32 to 17) 
(16 to 1) 
Default 
FFFF FFFF 002A 
yyyy = DEI Discrete Outputs (16 to 1) 
ssss = IMCE Status 
dddd = IMCE 010 Discrete Inputs (32 to 17) 
(16 to 1) 
The 010 DO's pattern xxxx xxxx is incremented by 0000 0001 
each execution. 
The DEI ~O's are set per the following sequence (2A, 29, 
26, 25, lA, 19, 16, 15) which is equivalent to logical (LLL, 
LLH, LHL, LHH, HLL, HLH, HHL, HHH) for the mode commands. (H = 
High, L = Low.) 
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3.1.9 ISOF - Issue 010 Discrete Outputs OFF 
The IMCE is commanded to turn off selected 010 Discrete 
Outputs. 
C: FOOO 1303 0004 0009 xxxx xxxx 
R: 1281 0004 ssss aaaa aaaa 
xxxx = 010 Discrete Outputs (32 to 17) 
(16 to 1) 
Default 
FFFF FFF 
ssss = IMCE Status 
aaaa = IMCE DID Discrete Inputs (32 to 17) 
(16 to 1) 
Varying Data: 
The DID DO's pattern xxxx xxxx i s incremented by 0000 0001 
each execu t ion. 
3.1.10 ISOT - Issue DID Discrete Outputs 




FOOO 1303 001E OOOA aabb 




aabb = Discrete Output command 
aa = Channel Number (0. to 31 . ) 
bb = OO(OFF). 01(ON) 
aa = Time Delay (FO) 
bb = Delay Time (* 100 milliseconds) 
aa = End of Sequence ( F F) 
bb = FF 
Default 
0000 0101 0200 0301 0400 0501 0600 0701 
0800 0901 OAOO OSOI OCOO 0001 OEOO OF01 
1000 1101 1200 1301 1400 1501 1600 1701 
1800 1901 lAOO 1S01 1COO 1001 lEOO 1F01 
ssss = IMCE Status 
Varying Da ta: 
The 0 i s c ret e 0 u t p'u t val u e s are a 1 t ern ate d bet wee nON ( 0 1 ) 
and OFF(OO) for each execution. 
3.1 .11 IDWP - Issue WUPPE Data 
The IMCE is commanded to i ssue data to the WUPPE interface. 
C: FOOO 13 03 0005 OOOS aaaa bbbb cccc 
0 : 128 1 0006 ssss dddd eeee ffff gggg 
23 
Varying Data: 
aaaa = Number of Writes to WUPPE Interface 
bbbb = Initial Data Pattern to be Written to 
WUPPE Interface 
ecce = Increment Data Pattern for Data Written 
to WUPPE Interface 
Default 
0032 0000 0101 
ssss = IMCE Status 
dddd = Number of Writes Performed 
eeee = Initial Data Pattern Written 
ffff = Increment Data Pattenn Used 
9999 = Last Data Pattern Written 
The number of writes (aaaa) is incremented by two for each 
execution. The value is l imited to a range 16 to 255. 
The initial data pattern (bbbb) is incremented by the value 
0101 for each execution. 
The increment data pattern (ecce) is incremented by the 
value 0101 for each test. 
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3.1.12 IOUI - ISSUE UIT DATA 
The IMCE is commanded to issue data to the UIT interface. 
C: FOOO 1303 0007 OOOC aaaa bbbb ecce dddd eeee 
D: 1281 0009 ssss ffff gggg hhhh iiii jjjj kkkk 1111 
aaaa = Number of writes to UIT Interface 
bbbb = Initial Data Pattern for UIT Interface Word 1 
ecce = Increment Data Pattern for UrT Interface Word 
dddd = Initial Data Pattern for UIT Interface Word 2 
eeee = Increment Data Pattern for UIT Interface Word 
Default 
0032 0000 0101 0000 0101 
ssss = IMCE Status 
ffff = Number of Writes Performed 
gggg = Initial Word 1 Data Pattern Written 
hhhh = . Increment Word 1 Data Pattern Used 
iiii = Last Word l ' Data Pattern Written 
jjjj = Initial Word 2 Data Pattern Written 
kkkk = Increment Word 2 Data Pattern Used 




The number of writes (aaaa) is incremented by 2 for each 
execution. The value is limited to a range 16 to 255. 
The initial data patterns (bbbb and dddd) are incremented 
by the value 0101 for each execution. 
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The increment data patterns (cccc and eeee) are incremented 
by the value 0101 for each execution. 
3.1.13 IDRS - ISSUE ASTI DATA 
The IMCE is commanded to issue data to its ASTI interface. 
C: FOOO 1303 OOlE 0000 dddd dddd 
R: 1281 OOlF ssss bbbb bbbb 
1281 0005 ssss bbbb bbbb bbbb 
dddd = 28 words ASTI data patterns 
Default 
0020 0001 FFFE 0003 FFFC 0005 
FFFA 0007 FFF8 0009 FFF6 OOOB 
FFF4 0000 FFF2 OOOF FFFO 1111 
2222 3333 4444 5555 6666 777 7 
8888 9999 AAAA BBBB 
ssss = IMCE Status 
bb bb. = 32 Words Data Loaded in ASTI 
FOOO 1303 OOlE 0000 dddd •••• dddd 
Varying Data: 
On alternate tests, the one's complement of the previous 
ASTI data pattern (dddd) is sent to the DEP. The first word in 
the pattern (0020) remains fixed at 0020. 
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3el.14 PGMT - PRESET GMT 
The IMCE is commanded to set the TMI GMT clock . 
C: FOOO 1303 0005 OOOE aaaa bbbb bbbb 
R: 1281 0005 ssss aaaa bbbb bbbb 
aaaa = GMT Day ( 1 to 365) 
bbbb = Elapsed milliseconds i n day (0 to 86,400,000) 
Default 
0001 0000 0000 (Day 1 ) 
ssss = IMCE Status 
Note: 
The PGMT command format is =PGMT day, hour, min, sec. 
Example: =PGMT 2,4,3,7 
Sets GMT to day 2, hour 4, minute 3, and second 7 
3.1.1S RGMT - READ GMT 
The IMCE is commanded to read the TMI GMT clock. 
C: FOOOO 1303 0002 OOOF 
R: 1281 0005 ssss aaaa bbbb bbbb 
ssss = IMCE Status 
27 
aaaa = Day 
bbbb = Milliseconds in day 
3.1.~6 XPIT - EXECUTE PCC INSTRUCTION TEST 
The IMCE is commanded to initiate the PCC Instruction Test. 
C: FOOO 1303 0002 0010 
R: 1281 0002 ssss 
ssss = IMCE Status 
3.1.17 XPMT - EXECUTE PCC MEMORY TEST 
The IMCE is commanded to initiate the PCC Memory Test. 
C: FOOO 1303 0002 0011 
R: 1281 0002 ssss 
ssss = IMCE Status 
28 
3.1.18 XHRM - EXECUTE HRM OUTPUT 
The IMCE is commanded to set HRM output. 
C: FOOO 1303 0003 0012 aaaa 
R: 1281 0003 ssss aaaa 
ssss = IMCE Status 
aaaa = HRM Output State 
0000 = OFF (Default) 
0001 = ON 
3.1.19 SSPR - SET PULSE SYNCHRONOUS READ 
The IMCE is commanded to activate or inhibit the pulse 
synchronous read. 
C: FOOO 1303 0003 0013 aaaa 
R : 1 2 8 1- a a a 3 s s s s a a a' a 
aaaa = Pulse Synchronous Read State 
0000 = Inhibit (Default) 
0001 = Activate 
ssss = IMCE Status 
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3.1.20 XINT - EXECUTE IHCE INITIALIZE 
The IMCE is commanded to execute its initialization. 
C: FOOO 1303 0002 0014 
R: 1281 0002 ssss 
ssss = IMCE Status 
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3.2 QT System Commands 
The OT System commands ident i fied in Table 3-2 provide 
operator control of system functions. Table 3-6 identifies the 
OT System commands and thei r syntax. Each of the commands is 
described. 
OT System commands are performed by the OT keyboard monit.or 
upon receipt from the PDSS keyboard monitor. 
TABLE 3-6: OT SYSTEM COMMANDS SYNTAX 
=COMM commstr 
=CTRL</k ••• > 
=DISP</I; /F; /U> pid 
=LOG 
=MOD adr,hexd, .•• , hexd 









Commstr = character string of 
length 16 
k = [V;M;S;P;T;U;W] 
1 < i < 5 
t~time in milliseconds 
1< pid < 5 
adr = octal address 
hexd=hexadecimal data 





adr = octal address 
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3.2.1 COMM Command 
Syntax: =COMM commstr 
commstr = character string of length 16 
The COMM command a l lows the operator to enter a 16 
character comment line in the log buffer. On each log cycle, 
the entire log buffer including the comment field is written to 
dis k • 
The COMM command can be used for reference points, 
rem i nders, or test headers. 
3.2.2 CTRL Command 
Syntax: =CTRL</k ••• > 
= [V;M;S;P;T;U;W] 
The CTRL command provides system level control to the 
operator. 
The " / V" key toggles the verify control switch between 
v e. r i f Y / n 0 - v e r i f y • If the v e r i f y con t r 0 1 s wit chi s v e r i f y, the 
verify logic is acti.vated by the QT tests. If no-verify, the 
veri fy 1 09i cis bypassed. The operator can determi ne the 
current state of the verify control switch on QT display 1. 
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The "/M" key toggles the mode control switch between single 
and automatic. When the single mode is active, the QT tests are 
performed once. When the automatic mode is active, the QT tests 
are repeated continuously for each command. 
To exit the automatic mode, the "=CTRL/M" command must be 
entered again. The operator can determine the current state of 
the mode on QT Display 1. 
The "/S" key enters and exits (toggles) the sequence 
definition mode. When the sequence definition mode is entered, 
the operator defines the tests to be performed by entering 
"=cccc" (Section 3.1) commands. If a test is requested, a">" 
character is displayed on QT Display 1. A test can be removed 
by a "=cccc/N" command. 
The QT tests are not performed until the "=CTRL/S" command 
is entered to exit the sequence definition mode. 
The sequence of tests is performed once unless the repeat 
mode (/M) has been requested. 
The following example shows how the sequence definition 
mode is entered: tests XIIT, RALG, and IDRS requested; test RGYR 










Enter sequence mode 
Request test XIIT 
Request test IORS 
Request test RGYR 
Remove test RGYR· 
Request test RALG 
Exit sequence definition mode and 
start test sequence 
The tests are executed in the order displayed on the QT 
display, not in the order requested. 
If a sequence is in progress (the single pass has not 
completed or the repeat mode is active), tests can be entered or 
removed by entering "=cccc" or "=cccc/N" commands. 
/P 
The "/ P" key c a use s .t h e seq u e n ceo f t est S to . b e per for m e d. 
in a single step mode. The "=P" command is the single step 
activator. 
The syntax of the "/T" key is /T i ,t. 
The "/T" key causes time parameter i to be updated to time 
value t (milliseconds). PDSS/IMC QT software provides the user 
with six setable time variables as listed in Table 3-7. 
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TABLE 3- 7: TIME VARIABLES 
Variable Default Functi on 
T1 0.5 secs IMCE Watchdog Resolution 
T2 2.0 secs Spare 
T3 1.0 secs Dis play Task Update Rate 
T4 1.0 secs CAMAC I/O Rate 
T5 1.0 secs Gyro complete Wait Bias 
T6 1.0 secs LOG Time Rate 

















Time Tolerance (milliseconds) 
AO Tolerance (counts) 
FI ON/OFF (counts) 
GYRO Tolerance (counts) 
Thermal Switch Tolerance (counts) 
FI Differential Tolerance (counts) 
The following example sets tolerance table values. 
=CTRL/U 251, 32, 185, 11, 7, 9 
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IW 
The ~/W~ command toggles the stop-on-error software control 
fl ago When the stop-on-error software control flag is on, the 
PDSS/IMC executive enters a wait state if an error is detected 
while a test is performed. 
The user can resume normal test execution with the ~=P~ 
command. The capabi 1 ity to stop when an error is detected is 
valuable to the operator when trying to isolate errors. 
When the stop-on-error software flag is set, the item 
~WHOA~ is displayed on display page 1. 
3.2.3 DISP Command 
Syntax: =DISP</I> pid 
<IF> 
</U> 
The DI SP command is used to request the active display of a 
QT display page, to re-initialize a QT display page, to freeze a 
QT display page or, to unfreeze a display page. 
Unless frozen, all display pages are updated on a round 
robin basis at the display rate. 




~------ ... --.. -.--
.E..1.i Disela,z: Page Figure 
1 PDSS/lMC Status A-6. A-7 
2 PDSS/lMC QT CAMAC A-a. A-9 
3 PDSS/IMC Commands A-IO 
4 VIEW Page A-II. A-12 
5 PDSSjIMC QT Messages A-13 , A-I4 
The pid parameter designates the OT dis play page ( i. e •• 1< 
pi d < 
-
5 ) • A value for pid outside t his range i s treated as an 
invalid parameter and the command is not processed. 
Example: 
=OISP pid 
Requests an active display of the page 'pid' 




Re-initializes the background data from disk f or the page 'pid ' 





Freezes display page 'pid' 
The Display function will not update the page data until an 
unfreeze is invoked. 
Example: 
=DISP/U pid 
Unfreezes display page 'pid' 
The designated page will be updated by the display 
function. 
3.2.4 lOG Command 
Syntax: = lOG 
The =LOG command toggles the PDSS/IMC log control switch 
between active/inactive. When active the PDSS/IMC log function 
logs the IMC Data Buffers to disk file (IMC.LOG) at the interval 




The operator can determine the current setting of the log 
control switch on QT Display 1. 
3.2.5 MOD Command 
Syntax: =MOD adr,hexd, ••• ,hexd 
adr = octal address 
hexd = hexadecimal data 
The MOD command is used to change QT data (see section 
6.0). The hexadecimal data is moved into the QT data buffer 
beginning at the address (adr) specified. If the address range 
is actively being displayed on the VIEW page, the display data 
wi 11 be updated. 
After all data has been deposited in memory, the next 
deposit address is displayed on the system console. 
3.2.6 PMEM Command 
Syntax: PMEM <pid<,pid, ••• » 
pid = page id; O~pid~6 
The PMEM command pr i nts the QT display pages on the PDSS 
line printer. This command provides a hard copy mechanism for 
saving the display pages during testing. All display pages are 
printed if no specific pages are requested. 
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Below are the pages that are ava i lable: 
~ 
o 
1 - 5 
6 
blank 
3.2.7 PIO Command 
Page Printed 
Active Display Page 
Display Pages 1 - 5 
SEID Display Page 
All Pages 




The PIO command provides the operator with a means to 
perform manual CAMAC I/O. (Note: Manual SEID I / O operations qre 
provided by standard POSS commands). The PIO command allows the 
operator to perform a read "<R •.• >", a write "<101 ••• >", a CAMAC 
Dataway initialize "<I>" or a CAMAC Dataway clear "<J>". 
The CAMAC n,a,f codes are not ve r ified by the command. The 
I/O operation is performed immediately. 
The write data "wd" is in hexadecimal. 
QT Display page 2 has a display line NAF where the n,a,f 
read data and write data are displayed. To view this line, the 
operator must request display page 2 (=DISP 2). 
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i · , 
I 
3.2.8 SRST Command 
Syntax : =SRST 
The SRST Command causes the QT executive task to 
re-initialize. The OT active data is reset to zero, the SEID is 
re-initialized, and the CAMAC subsystems are initialized. 
The IIQT: INIT COMPLETE II message wi 11 be di sp1 ayed when the 
initialization has been completed. 
3.2.9 STAR Command 
Syntax: =STAR 
The STAR command is required to initiate the IMC QT 
application software. The control logic for QT is as follows. 
WRITE IIIMC: PDSS/IMC" TO SYSTEM CONSOLE 
WAIT FOR "=STAR" COMMAND 
PERFORM INITIALIZATION 
WAIT FOR "=STARII COMMAND 
BEGIN QT 
The two waits for "=STARII commands are provided to allow 
the operator to enter any desired manual commands or to verify 
cabling before starting the test. 
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3.2.10 STOP Command 
Syntax: =STOP 
The STOP command closes the Log file, stops the logging 
function, and clears the CAMAC CSR, INT and CCR registers. The 
STOP command should be used just prior to terminating a QT 
session. 
3.2.11 VIEW Command 
Syntax: =VIEW</S> <adr> 
adr = octal address 
The v.iew command causes the PDSS/IMC QT Data or the SEID 
Data Buffers to be displayed to the VDU. Figure A-II shows the 
format of the VIEW display page. Section 6.0 defines the QT 
Data Buffer assignments. 
characters (16 bits). 
The data is di spl ayed as 4 hex 
The /S control key causes the SEID Data Buffer to be 
d i splayed rather than the QT Data Buffers. Section 6.0 also 
aefines the SEID Data Buffer. 
The default display (=VIEW ) i s the QT DRDRI data table 
address. 
The VIEW display page is displayed to the VDU when the 
=VIEW comman d is entered. The data on the display is refreshed 
at the normal display refresh rate. 
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3e2.12 P Command 
Syntax: =P 
The I=P 1 command is used as the single step activator when 
the single step mode is active. 
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4.0 PDSS/IHC QT DISPLAYS 
PDSSjIMC QT supports five user di splay pages and the SE I D 
master display page. The user display pages are defined in the 
following table. 
TABLE 4-1: DISPLAY PAGES 
10 TITLE CONTENTS FIGURE 
1 OT.OOI PDSSjIMC STATUS A-6, A-7 
2 QT.OO2 PDSSjIMC OT CAMAC A-8, A-9 
3 OT.OO3 PDSS/IMC COMMANDS A-lO 
4 QT.OO4 PDSSjIMC OT VIEW A-II, A-12 
5 QT.OO5 PDSSjIMC QT SERIAL A-13, A-14 
The SEID master display page is shown in Fi gure A-5. The 
PDSS "TVS" command switches between the user pages and the SEID 
page. The "=DISP" command switches the user pages. 
The contents of the five display pages are defined in the 
following section. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLAN""J.{ NOT. FILMED 
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QT.001 (See Figure A-6 and A-7) 
<1> QT State and MODE LINE 




The SEQD indicates that the program is in the sequence 
definition mode. 
The TPT indicates that the program is in the Throughput 
Test mode. 
The WHOA indicates that the program stop-on-error software 
flag is on. 
The LOGjNLOG indicates whether the program is logging or 
not logging data. 
The REP indicates that tests or sequences of tests are to 
be executed repeatedly. 
The VERjNVER indicates whether the QT data is being 
verif i ed or not. 
The DATA indicates whether the automatic data modification 
of QT data is being performed. 
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<2> QT Control Data 
XXXX XXXX (16 data items) 
1 ) CYCLE Cycle Count 
2 ) NDERRS Number errors encountered 
3 ) VERRD Verification errors (Table 9-1) 
4) VERRI Interface errors (Table 9-2) 
5 ) ZCSR CAMAC CSR 
6 ) LOGBLK Current Log block 
7) GYROF Gyro Output (Table 9-4) 
8) GYROE Gyro Output Expected 
9 ) GYROA Gyro Output Actual 
( 10 ) SWAIT Special Wait Between Steps 
( 11 ) DSPSR SPSR . Data 
(12 ) DXHRM HRM Data 
( 13 ) ZSC Last IMCE Status 
( 14 ) DGMT GMT Day 
( 15 ) GMT Mi 11 i seconds in Day 
(16 ) GMT Milliseconds i n Day 
<3> Number of Times Test Executed 
When a test has been requested (single or sequence), the 
u>u character is located to the left of the command. When 
the test is bei ng performed, the command is di spl ayed in 
reverse video. 
<4> Number of runs the test failed 
<5> Cycle where last failure detected for this command 
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<6> Verification error (Table 9-3) 
QT.002 (See Figures A-8 and A-9) 
<7> AST serial output data - number of words output plus 32 
output data words 
<8> AST serial input data - number of words received plus 32 
input data words 
<9> CAMAC Analog Output values displayed in hexadecimal - 12 
bit Analog Outputs . 
<10> Commanded GYRO counts 
<11> RIUI Data 
# serial data words received plus last data received 
<12> NAF Command 
N,A,F write/read data 
QT.003 (See Figure A-10) 
No real time data 
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QT.004 (See Figures A- l l a nd A-1 2) 
<13> Octal Address of Data 
<14> Hexadecimal data - 14 data words per line 
QT.005 (See Figure A-13 and A-14) 
<15> Serial Command (SEID to DEP) 
32 Data Words 
<16> Serial Response #1 (DEP to SEID) 
Number of words received plus 32 data words 
<17> Serial Response #2 (DEP to SEID) 
Number of words received plus 32 data words 
<18> RIU Data (2 channels) 
Number of words received (2 channels) 
First word = First word received 
Fifteen word wrap around data buffer 
<19> RIU Data (2 channels) 
Number of words received (2 channels) 
First word = first word received 
Fifteen word wrap around data buffer 
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5.0 POSS/IHe QT SEIO MONITOR 
The SEID monitor loop for the PDSS / IMC QT is contained in 
file "QT.MON". The monitor loop is defined as follows : 
CYCLE COMMANDS CYCLE COMMANDS 
1 /T!ME 0 /PSAMPLE 42 
2 /PSAMPLE 0 /PSAMPLE 44 
/PSAMPLE 2 /PSAMPLE 46 
/PSAMPLE 4 /PSAMPLE 48 
/PSAMPLE 6 /PSAMPLE 50 
/PSAMPLE 8 jPSAMPLE 52 
/PSAMPLE 10 jPSAMPLE 54 
/PSAMPLE 14 /PSAMPLE 56 
/PSAMPLE 16 /PSAMPLE 58 
/PSAMPLE 18 /PSAMPLE 60 
jPSAMPLE 20 jPSAMPLE 62 
/PSAMPLE 22 25 /TIME 
/PSAMPLE 24 /READ 0 
/PSAMPLE 26 50 /T!ME 
/PSAMPLE 28 /READ 0 
/PSAMPLE 30 75 /T! ME 





PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F!LJ.\ffiD 
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6 .. 0 PDSS/IMC QT DATA 
The QT test data i s listed below. Thi s data 
displayed on the VDU via the ":VIEW" command and can be 
by the ":MOD" command or by data parameters on 
commands. 







FAF5 1111 2222 3333 4444 5555 
8888 9999 AAAA BBBB CCCC DODD 
• 0000 0123 4567 89AB CDEF FEDC 
3210 0011 2233 4455 3210 0011 
0000 0101 0200 0301 0400 0501 
0800 0901 OAOO OB01 OCOO 0001 
1000 11 01 1200 1301 1400 1501 
1800 1901 1AOO 1B01 1COO IDOl 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0400 0800 0400 1000 0400 1800 
0400 2800 1400 3000 0400 0800 
0400 1800 0400 2000 0400 2800 
0020 
0001 FFFE 0003 FFFC 0005 FFFA 
0009 FFF6 OOOB FFF4 0000 FFF2 
1111 2222 3333 4444 5555 6666 
9999 AAAA BBBB CCCC DODD EEEE 












































DISON 154 FFFF FFFF 002A 
DISOF 157 FFFF FFFF 0000 
DISOT 160 0400 0800 0400 1000 0400 1800 0400 2000 
0400 2800 1400 3000 0400 0800 0400 100 
0400 1800 0400 2000 0400 2800 0400 3000 
DIDWP 192 0032 0000 0101 
DIDUI 195 0032 0000 0101 0000 0101 
DIDRS 200 0020 
0001 FFFE 0003 FFFC 0005 FFFA 0007 FFF8 
0009 FFF6 OOOB FFF4 0000 FFF2 OOOF FFFO 
1111 2222 3333 4444 5555 6666 7777 8888 
9999 AAAA BBBB ecce 9999 AAAA BBBB eccc 
The SEID GML Data Buffer layout is listed below. 
NAME INDEX DATA 
GMT a 5 WORDS 
MET 5 4 WORDS 
PCMO 9 Number and Status + 32 WORDS 
F I 128 BYTES 
DO 64 BYTES 
SAl 32 BYTES 
SOl 8 WORDS 
SSI 32 WORDS 
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7.0 PDSS/IMC DATA INTERFACES 
The following tables define the PDSS/IMC interfaces. 
Table 7-1 specifies the PDSS CAMAC Analog Output 
assignments. 
Table 7-2 speci fi es the PDSS/SEID Flexible Input 
assignments. 
Table 7-3 specifies the PDSS/SEID Discrete Output 
assignments. 
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TABLE 7-1: POSS CAMAC ANALOG OUTPUTS 
CAMAC-NAF CAMAC-AO IMCE A/O INTERFACE 
N9AO 00 AI 17 ASTROS CCO TEMP 
N9Al 01 AI 18 ASTROS HEAT SINK TEMP 
N9A2 02 AI 19 ASTROS OPTICS TEMP 
N9A3 03 AI 20 ASTROS EA TEMP 
N9A4 04 AI 21 ASTROS CCO COOL PWR 
N9A5 05 AI 22 ASTROS HEAT #1 PWR 
N9A6 06 AI 23 ASTROS HEAT #2 PWR 
N9A7 07 · AI 24 ASTROS HEAT #3 PWR 
N10AO 08 AI 25 +5V 
N10A1 09 AI 26 +8V 
NI0A2 10 AI 27 +18V 
N10A3 11 AI 28 -18V 
NI0A4 12 AI 29 ASTROS SA ELEC. TEMP 
NI0A5 13 AI 30 ASTROS BASE PLACE TEMP 
NIOA6 14 AI 31 UIT XERR 
NI0A7 15 AI 32 un YERR 
N11AO 16 AI 1 POWER +5V 
N11Al 17 AI 2 POWER +15V 
N11A2 18 AI 3 POWER 
-15V 
NllA3 19 AI 4 POWER TEMP 
N11A4 20 AI 5 ORIRU T/MA 
N11A5 21 AI 6 ORIRU T/MB 
NllA6 22 AI 7 ORIRU T/MC 
N11A7 23 AI 8 
N12AO 24 AI 9 
N12A1 25 AI 10 
N12A2 26 AI 11 ORIRU ANRXA 
N12A3 27 AI 12 ORIRU ANRXB 
N12A4 28 AI 13 ORIRU ANRYB 
N12A5 29 AI 14 ORIRU ANRYC 
N12A6 30 AI 15 ORIRU ANRZA 
N12A7 31 AI 16 DRIRU ANRZC 
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TAB LE 7- 2: SEID FLEXIBLE IN PU TS 
SEI D-F I I MCE I NTE RFACE 
00 010 DO 1 T/ E COOL PWR ON/OFF 
01 DEI DO DRIRU RRHIA 
02 010 DO 2 SPARE 
03 DEI DO DRIRU RRH2A 
04 010 DO 3 MASTER RESET 
05 DE I DO DRIRU RRLIA 
06 
0 7 DEI DO DRIRU RRLZA 
U8 
09 DEI DO DR I RU RRH1B 
10 
11 DEI DO DR I RU RRH2B 
12 
13 DEI DO DR IRU RRLl B 
14 
15 DEI DO DR I RU RRL2B 
16 
17 DEI DO DR I RU RR H1 C 
18 
19 DEI DO DRI RU RRH2C 
20 
21 DE I DO DRIRU RRL1C 
22 










TABLE 7-2: SEID FLEXIBLE INPUTS 
(CONTINUED) 
SEID-FI IMCE INTERFACE 
31 
32 
33 PWR AO +5V 
34 
35 PWR AO +6V 
36 
37 PWR AO +15V 
38 
39 PWR AO -15V 
40 
41 PWR AO +24V 
42 
43 PWR AO -24V 
44 
45 PWR AO PWR TEMP 
46 
47 PWR AO PWR STATUS 
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TABLE 7-3: SEIO DISCRETE OUTPUTS 
SEIO-OO IMCE INTERFACE 
















16 010 01 101 oRIRU RSTX1A 
17 010 01 103 DR IR U RSTX1B 
18 010 01 105 ORIRU RSTYlB 
19 DID 01 107 ORIRU RSTYlC 
20 DID 01 109 DRIRU RSTZlA 






















































DRIRU I I 
DRIRU I I 
DRIRU I I 
DRIRU I I 
DRIRU I I 
DRIRU I I 
DRIRU I I 









X POWER ON 
X POWER OFF 
Y POWER ON 
Y POWER OFF 
Z POWER ON 














8.0 QT MESSAGES 
The follow i ng messages are d i splayed to the PDSS system 
console. An explanation of each message is given-. 
MSG# MESSAGE 
lOT: INVALID PARAMETERS 
The OT command syntax is incorrect, a parameter value is 
invalid, or the number of parameters is incorrect. 
2 OT: INVALID COMMAND 
The OT command is inval i d and is not pro,essed. 
3 OT: ERROR MAPPING EXTENDED MEM 
The RT-11 system calls to establish Extended Memory 
Mapping indicates an error. This is an RT-11 or 
hardware error. PDSS/IMC will not run without Extended 
,Memory Mappi ng. 
4 OT: LOOPUP ERROR 
A system LOOKUP error for a data file was in error. 
5 QT: READ ERROR 
Disk read error occurred. 
6 OT: NO ACK (1) 
No acknowledge received from IMCE for first command. 
8 OT: NO RESPONSE (1) 
First response message from IMCE not received wi thin 
t ime limit. 
9 OT: NO RESPONSE (2) 
Second response message from IMCE not r ece ive d wit hi n 
time limit. 
6 1 
10 QT: WELCOME TO PDSS/IMC -- STRIKE "=STAR" TO PROCEED 
Initialize Attention Message. 
11 QT: QT INIT COMPLETE -- STRIKE "=STAR" TO PROCEED 
IMC initialization has been completed. 
12 
13 
14 QT: CANNOT OPEN IMC.LOG 
The IMC log file (IMC.LOG) could not be ope~ed. 
15 QT: LOG FULL 
The IMC log file (IMC.LOG) is full and has been closed. 
16 QT: GYRO COMPLETE FAIL 
The GYRO complete LAMS have not been received within the 
time limit. 
17 QT: PMEM LP ERROR 
An error was encountered in wri t i ng to the Line Printer. 
Verify that the printer is on. 
18 QT : INVALID DEP ACK 
The acknowledge serial message did not have a "1200 " as 
the first word. 
19 QT : INVALID DEP RESPONSE 1 
The first response message from the DEP did not have a 
"1281" as the first word. 
20 QT: INVALID DEP RESPONSE · 2 
The second response message from the DEP did not have a 
"128 1" as the first word. 
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9.0 QT STATUS/ERROR CODES 
The PDSS/IMC QT software provides a var i ety of error 
indicators. 
Section 8.0 lists the messages that are sent to the PDSS 
system console. 




















_._- ._- --- .. -------~-
TABLE 9-1: VERRD DESCRIPTION 
MEANING 
DEP STATUS BIT "0" ON 
IMCE INSTRUCTION TEST FAIL 
IMCE MEMORY TEST FAIL 
GYRO RATE ERROR 
RIU COUNTER/PATTERN FAILURE (WUPPE) 
RIU COUNTER/PATTERN FAILURE (UIT) 
GMT COMPARE FAIL 
RAUI-SI COMPARE FAIL 
DATA COMPARE ERROR 
SPSR STATE FAIL 






























TABLE 9-2: VERRI DESCRIPTION 
MEANING 
RIUI #1 DATA FAIL (FIRST) 
RIUI #1 DATA FAIL (LAST) 
RIUI #2 DATA FAIL (FIRST) 
RIUI #2 DATA FAIL (LAST) 
RIUI #3 DATA FAIL (FIRST) 
RIUI #4 DATA FAIL (LAST) 
RIUI #4 DATA FAIL (FIRST) 
RIUI #4 DATA FAIL (LAST) 
WATCH DOG TIME OUT 
WATCH DOG TIME OUT 
ACK OF COMMAND 
ON RESPONSE #1 
WATCH DOG TIME OUT ON RESPONSE #2 
INVALID RESPONSE #1 (11281 1) HEADER 
INVALID RESPONSE #2 (11281 1) HEADER 
15 INVALID ACKNOWLEDGE (11200 1) 
o = LSB, 15 = MSB 
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TABLE 9-3: VERIFICATION INDEX 
INDEX PDSS/DATA IMCE/DATA 
01 C (15) AO-OO CAO AI-I7 IMCAI 
02 C(14) AO-Ol AI-18 
03 C(13) AO-02 AI -19 
04 C ( 12 ) AO-03 AI-20 
05 C (11 ) AO-04 AI-21 
06 C ( 10) AO-OS AI-22 
07 C(09) AO-06 AI-23 
08 C(08) AO-07 AI-24 
09 C(07) AO-08 AI-2S 
OA C ( 06) AO-09 AI-26 
OB C(OS) AO-IO AI-27 
OC C(04) AO-11 AI-28 
00 C(03) AO-12 AI-29 
OE C (02 ) AO-13 AI-30 
OF C ( 01) AO-14 AI-31 
10 C(OO) AO-IS AI-32 
11 o ( 15 ) AO-16 AI-Ol 
12 0(14) AO-17 AI-02 
13 0(13) AO-18 AI-03 
14 0(12) AO-19 AI-04 
15 0(11 ) AO-20 AI-OS 
16 0(10) AO-21 AI-06 
17 D ( 09) AO-22 AI-07 
18 D(08) AO-23 AI-08 
19 0(07) AO-24 AI-09 
lA 0(06) AO-2S AI-IO 








21 E ( 15 ) 
22 E ( 14) 
23 E (13) 
24 E(12) 
25 E (11 ) 
26 E ( 10) 
27 E(09) 
28 E(08) 






2F E (01 ) 
30 E(OO) 
31 F ( 15 ) 
32 F ( 14) 
33 F ( 13) 
34 F(12) 
35 F ( 11 ) 
36 F(10) 




















































3E F (02 ) 
3F F (01 ) 
40 F(OO) 
41 G ( 15 ) 
42 G(14) 
43 G(13) 
44 G (12) 




49 G (07) 





4F G( OI) 
50 G(OO) 
51 H ( 15 ) 
TABLE 9- 3: VERIFI CATION I ND EX 
(C ONTI NUE D) 
PD SS / DATA 
FI-22 
FI - 23 





FI - 29 
FI - 30 
FI-31 
FI-32 
FI - 33 








FI - 42 
FI - 43 
FI-44 
FI - 45 
FI-4 6 
FI - 47 
FI-48 
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IM CE/ OATA 




53 H ( 13 ) 
54 H (12) 
55 H ( 11) 









SF H ( 01) 
60 H(OO) 
61 I ( 15 ) 
62 I ( 14 ) 
63 1 ( 13 ) 
64 1 ( 12 ) 
65 I ( 11 ) 
66 I ( 10) 
67 I ( 09) 
68 I (08) 
69 1 (07) 



















































6E I ( 02) 
6F I ( (]1 ) 
70 1(00) 
71 J ( 15 ) 
72 J ( 14 ) 
73 J(13) 
74 J ( 12 ) 
75 J ( 11 ) 
76 J ( 10) 
77 J ( 09 ) 
78 J(08) 
79 J (07) 
7A J (06 ) 
78 J.(05) 
7C J(04) 
70 J ( 03) 
7E J(02) 




83 K ( 13 ) 
84 K ( 12) 























































91 L ( 15 ) 
92 L ( 14) 
93 L(13) 
94 L ( 12) 
95 L ( 11 ) 
96 L(10) 
97 L(09) 
98 L( 08) 






9F L (01 ) 
AO L(OO) 












































TABLE 9-4: GYROF/GYROE/GYROA DEFINITION 




2 GYRO Channel #1 Second Output 
3 GYRO Channel #2 Second Output 
4 GYRO Channel #3 Second Output 
5 GYRO Channel #4 Second Output 
6 GYRO Channel #5 Second Output 
7 GYRO Channel #6 Second. Output 
8 
9 
10 GYRO Channel #1 First Output 
11 GYRO Channel #2 First Output 
12 GYRO Channel #3 Fir s t Output 
13 GYRO Channel #4 First Output 
14 GYRO Channel #5 Fir s t Output 
15 GYRO Channel #6 Fir s t Output 
72 
~---~~----~- -- --
~---- .-~--- ------ - -~~-.---- - ----- -~- - -
10.0 PDSS/IMC QT GENERATION 
The PDSS/ I MC files are as fo ll ows . 
FILE CONTENTS 
IMCQT.MAC QT Source Code 
IMCQT.OBJ QT Object Code 
QT.MON QT SEID Monitor F i 1 e 
QT.OOI QT Display Page 1 Background 
QT.OO2 QT Di splay Page 2 Background 
QT. OO3 QT Display Page 3 Background 
QT.OO4 QT Display Page 4 Background 
QT.OO5 QT Display Page 5 Background 
IMC.LOG IMCLOG 
Fo l lowing is the RT-ll comm~nd to recompile the QT 
software. 
MACRO IMCQT 
Following is the RT-l1 command to link the QT software. 
@LQT 
The contents of the LQT.COM file is as follows. 
R LINK 
PDSSQT, PDSS=PDSS, READKB, USRKB, LOG, INTHEX/C 
VRAMC, SEID2, USRDP, USRSQ, USRQT, IMCQT// 
CONTRL-C 
73 
Fol lowing is the RT-ll command to run the QT software. 
fllRQT 





11.0 QT LOG BUFFER FORMAT 
The QT LOG buffer format is defined in Table 11-1. 
The QT LOG buffer size is 852 words or four blocks (1 block 
= 256 words). 
The QT LOG writes data to file IMC.LOG. 
The RT-ll utility "RDUMP" may be used to dump the log file. 
Example : 
R RDUMP 
TT: = I Me. LOG 
Displays the log on the system terminal terminal 
75 
1- TABLE 11-1: LOG FORMAT 
.TITLi PDSS/I~C JT DATA ~ UFF E ~ S ________________ ; COMMON BLOCK DEFINITIONS j-------------------------------
.PSC::CT RSP b UF, R~ ,0, G ~ L, R~ L, ~ V ~ · , 
u M T : . 8 Lr<w 5 0; 
:'1 c:T: . 3 LI( .. 5 .s ; 
:l C:-L) : .dL K',oJ :3 3 • " :.. 10 ; 
F I : .BLK S 1 - r' t:. _ • 1'1-'2.; 
vo: . ::; LK~ t 4 • 2.ot, ; 
;------~----------------------------------------; 




.EVEN · , 
A.3EGIN: .\ojORD ALE Gl n t 2 cJg; 
CLLO~: .dLKw ,~ 2.J<=t ; ~ . 
I;'I\CGMT: . 9 LK w C 2.'17 ; 
TID: .i3LKW 1 2..," 3 ; 
CYCLE: • a LK W 1 2..5* ; 
.BLI<W 1 loS 5 i 
VEIlRD: . 5LKIo 1 l.~4> i 
Vc~RI: . £! LKw 1 ?-si ; 
ZCSi<: .BLK w 1 2.58 ; 
Lvu:JL ,( : . BLl< w 1 l.s" ; 
GYKOF: . 3LKI;i 1 2.' 0 ; 
GYROc:: . 8 li<W 1 ~,' . ; 
GYil OA: . l3 LKW 1 ZIPl; 
SotJAIT: . o LK 'vI 1 lc,,3 ; 
D$?SR: .fjLK ~ 1 2''''; OXHld1: . 3LKw 1 ,!,e,j ; 
r s C : .BLKW 1 l(,l,; 
D"MT: .eu:w 3 2,(."'; 











I VERIFY ERRORS 
COpy OF CSR 
LOG BLOCK NO. 
GY~O COMPLETE FLAG 
SPECIAL WAIT 
SPSR ACTIVE FLAG 
XHRM ACTIVE FLAG 
STATUS CODE 
GMT PRESET 




8 z ;1Jf! 







XL OG : 
,10 0 E: 
STEP: 
)l.~TOP: 




















I 0 I : 
6'000: 





















































~ ~ . 
4 ;) .. 
t 4 • 
32 • 
1 2 . 
(CONTINUED) 
· I 













































LCG<>0 I NOLOG=" 






EN D= E tW= 5 
SYSTEM STOP INDICATOR 
SYSTeM VE~IFY INDICATOR 
SYSTEM RESET INDICATOR 
DISP COMMAND SPEC. GO 
MCD ACTIVE FLAG 
NO GYRO OUTPUT ON COMMAND 
THROUGHPUT TEST 
DATA CHANGE FLAG 
W~ITE GMT ACTIVATIOR 




DISP PAGE IX fOR UPDATE 
COMMAND ..,ESSAGE 
RESPONSE ~ESSAGE 1 






32 DIu DO 
16 DU DC 
SEIO DO 









:"1 -= < ~ 




lJY ROC l : . 3 LKW ? l 07 i GYRO COUNTERS 
GYROC2: • G LK ~! 2 {'oCJ ; 
GY~uC3: . 6 LKh 2 fD" ; 00 -n C? 
'; YROC 4 : . a L K ~ 2 (;, J ; "U~ GYKOC5: . a LKW 2 (PI!!J ; O ~ 
uY ~ O C6 : ,. 9LI(W 2 ,,1 j ~ ~ 
· 
, 
~ 1, r{IUIC1: . SLKW · 1 ',"1 ; RIUI COUNTERS 
RIUIC 2 : . 8 LKW 1 ,e.o j J:' f,;') r"" ~ KIU ! C3 : . BLK W 1 ~ 2..' ; 3. ~ RIUIC4: . i3 LKW 1 
't7..,i RIJlf'l: . !3 LK..J 1 p,3 ; R I U I P 0 HIT E R S 
IUUIP ~ : . HLKIo; 1 
't.'t; ~ IUIP3: . OU<W 1 '2.5 ; RIUIP 4: . 8 LKw 1 ,t.P 
.uu l xl : .:3L Kw 1 '~1; RIUI LAST DATA' iHUI X2 : . 8LKW 1 t, L-8 ; 
iUUI X,): . 9 LKI\ 1 6t.1 ; 
iUUIX4: . ELKW 1 '3c); 
HUI Dl : . :3 LKW /~ R I U I ('~', I ; RIUI D.ATA 
iUU I D2 : . i3 LKW NRI UI r I.:, i 
RIUI D3: . ~ L K\.J NR IUI " I · c. : ~ . ' , 
f.! IUID4: . a LK w NrtIU ! 6, ~; .. ! ; 
· 
, 
SEID DO: . BLK W 4 ,~, i SEIO DO'S 
ZZ 1 : . 9LK ',o/ 1 'CJ1 ;! ! Zl, : . 5LKW 1 ']fJO;!! 
ZZ3: . 8lKw 1 7fJ I ; I ! 
z.z 4 : . 9 LK w 1 ] ol. ; ! ! 
Z:5 : . oLKw 1 2 . • I I 703 ". 
Il 1 S : . 8LKW 1 6 . 7' ~ ; 
Uu U FF: • SLKioi S ~ • 13' i KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
bO NVD : . ~ L K W 1 Yl.l ; ISCN VARIAeLE DATA 















D r-...rr-. o L-. 
D!IO 18 • • 
===:J t= 









\ • 7 ~ 
TABLE FOR 
PERIPHERALS 
FIGURE A-I: PDSS/IMC GSE L~YOUT 
OAtHEX 
.\ sin" 





























ORIGINAL PAGE ~S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
oi ~(() 
H =N 6~ 


























































4 , D~ 
DO-
I • Of 
0 0 ' I! Do' 
!-. ~ ~ ~ 
°i @;O I" r 





~~~~ ~ I lS r 
,{::'t.v ~ 
I 
HOTE: FOIl ASSa4IIL v SEE 
D:216~1 050898 I I VRAQ/2~ I L; I OLVll - J l 8JEBlm8Z I I 
lSl - 1lf23 ..... 
00 
I YT lee I CONSOlE 0IIV11 "T1;:O RS232C "U~ SOD 0:2 
CRATE O~ ;:tir-
CllImIOllER e", 
.AlGA C);:. ):oG> 
.JA.J6..JC 
C Pl 
RAUl 3112 3112 3112 3112 GYROS GYROS GYROS GYROS :! ~ 1 2 2 2 RJUI RJUI ~ij • ~ <t I'J ~~ • N '" H!lH 1ft{ 
.Jl .J2 J3 J~ .J5 J2 J1 S; ~ S; S; IN OUT 
r, -Jr - - ':l~ft - - - - - - - :k- - , - - -.fi - - - - - -:.,'2 - -k - 1 -.kJz .1J~I41J.IkIJ.41~I- J2 113-:.141 - - ., 
I , RAUS' AID I DEI I 010 'RAUl 'PWR' THl '1-IRHI' 
, I , . I I I I' I I 
~:::::::::::::::::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~:~~] STAGS 
FIGURE A-3: PDSS/IMC GSE DIAGRAM 
----~ .. ------- --.------. 
I -
DATA READY 




































FLX 00 FLX 08 FLX 16 FLX 24 FLX 3:"2 FLX 40 FL.X 48 FLX 5/':' 
FLX 01 FLX 09 FLX 17 FLX 25 FLX 33 FLX 41 FLX 4';) FLX 57 
FLX 02 FLX 10 FLX U:: FLX 26 FLX 34 FLX 4;';! FLX 50 FLX '5:::: 
FLX 03 FLX 11 FLX 19 FLX 27 FLX 35 FLX 43 FLX 51 FLX 59 
FLX 04 FLX 12 FLX 20 FLX 2:3 FLX 36 FLX 44 FLX 5;;:~ FLX 60 
FLX 05 FLX 13 FLX 21 FLX 29 FLX :37 FLX 45 FLX 5 :3 FLX 1':'1 
FLX 01':' FLX 14 FLX 22 FLX 30 FLX 38 FLX 46 FLX 54 FLX 62 
FLX 07 FLX 15 FLX 2:3 FLX :31 FLX 39 FLX 47 FLX 55 FLX 1.53 
PCM CHANNEL (I LEN PAR TOT 
PCI"! CHANNEL 1 LEN PAR TOT 
PCM CHANNEL 2 LEN PAR TOT 
PCN CHANNEL 3 LEN PAR TOT 00 "TI~ 
"G) 0 ...... 
OZ PDS:::: TO DEP GMT: MET: ).!II ::o~ 
.0-0 
c:.t-




~ 1.:11 . UUt (f) r ·LI.= •. =./ oll · ;\'" .... ·.nl\..· ·_· 
;; ~X x x x x ·X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x X 
TEST HRUNS HFAILS FAIL A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H--~I--~J---K---L---M-­
!: X I IT ~-.--.- I'R\- '--' -- 11t\--- ~-X---X---X---X- ·-- X- ....,-X---X---X----X --- X---X--- X - -­XIMT~---- ~---- ~.- - X---X - --X---X---X ---X---X-- -X---X---X---X - --X - --X - -











RALG ------ - ----- .----
RGYR ------ - -----
RDRS ------ - -----
ISON ----- - ------
I S OF - ---- - - -----
180T ----- - ------
IDWP ------ - -----
IDUI ------ ------
I DRS - ----- - -----
PGMT ------ ------
RGMT - ----- . - -----
XPI T - - - --- ---- - -
XPMT - - ---- - -----
XHRM - ---- - ------
SSPR ---- -- ------
XI NT ------ ------
X- - -X - - -X---X---X---X - --X---X-- -X-- -X---X---X-- - X--
X---X---X---X---X---X-- -X--- X---X---X--- X---X--- X--
X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X - --X---X---X--
X--- X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X-- - X---X-- -X---X--
X ---X---X---X---X--~X---X--- X ---X---X --- X ---X --- X -­
X---X-- -X---X---X---X---X---X- --X---X--- X---X--- X--
X---X---X---X- - - X---X---X---X- --X-- -X - --X- --X---X--
X---X---X---X---X---'X---X---X---X---X--- X---X---X--
X---X---X---X- - - X- --X---X---X---X---X--- X---X-- -X--
X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X--
X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X - --X---X- --X---X--
X ---X---X---X---X~~-X--- X--- X ---X---X---X---X---X-­
X---X---X-- -X---X---X---X---X---X-- -X - --X--- X-- -X--
X- --X-- -X---X- - - X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X---X--

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lNAl PAGE 19 



























COUNTS <GYFW::;: > 
N6 X I· . N7 Y 
1Ifi\" _ .... _._. ---
\l/-------
f N:3 Z 
NAF 
A2 
@ . _ .. _-------_ ..... _---------
PDSS/IMC OT CAMAC 


































PDSS/IMC QT CAMAC GMT= 
so: 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 oooq 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
S I: 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 























A5 A6 A7 
0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 
<RIUIS> 
0000 0000 0000 0000 COUNTS 













XIIT EXECUTE IMCE INSTRUCTION TEST 
XIMT EXECUTE IMCE MEMORV TEST 
'XF'MT EXECUTE pce MEMORY TE:3T 
i: XPIT EXECUTE PCC INSTRUCTION TEST 
XHRM EXECUTE HRM OUTPUT FLIP/FLOP 
XINT EXECUTE IMCE INITIALIZE 
XTPT EXECUTE THRO~3HPUT TEST 
SSPR SET PULSE SYNCHRONOUS READ 
ROtH READ OMT 
FCWIT :::Er Gt'1T 
, 
, 
1. c rRL SYSTEt1 CONTROL 
VIEW . V I EW MEl'10RY 
MOD MODIFY MEMORY 
PMEM PRINT MEMORY 
LOG LOG ON/OFF 























READ RAn3 DATA 
ISSUE DISCRETE ON 
I S:=;UE D I :3CRETE OFF 
ISSUE DISCRETE OUT 
I S:=;fJE WUPPE DATA 
IS:3UE UIT DATA 


















~,6'A '~: ~[lD DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD DODD DDDD DDDD ODDD DDDD DDDD DODD DDOD DDDD 
AAAAAA: DODD DDDO DODD DDDD DDDD DDDD DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
AAAAAA: DDDD 0000 DODD DDDD DDDO DDDD DDDD DDDrr DDDO DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
Afo,AAAA: DDDD DDDO DODD DDOD DODD DDDD DDDD DDDO DODO DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
A,~,"AAA: DDDD DDDD DODD DDDD DODD DDDO DODD DDDD 0000 DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
AAAAAf-. : DODD DDDD DODD DODD DDDD ' ODDD ODOD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
AAAAAA: DODD DODD DODD ODDO DODD DODD DDDD DDDD 
AAAAAA: DDDD DODD DODD DODD DDDD DODD 
A/\AAAA: DDDD DDDD DDDD VI EW DI SPLAY PAGE DODD DDDD DDOD 
AAAAAA: DDDD DDOD DODD DDDD D[tDO DODD 
AAAAAA: DODD DDDD DDDD DODD DDDD DDDD 
AAAAAA: DODD DDDD DDDD DODD DODD DDOD 
AAAAAA: DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DDDD 
AAAAAA: DODD DDDD DODD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DDOD DODD DODD DODD 
AAt1AfiA: DODD DODD DODD DODD ODDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
AAAAAA: DODD DDDD DODD DODD DDDO DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DDDD DDDD DDDO DODD 
AAAAAA: DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DDOD DODD DDOD DODD DDDD 
AAAAAA: DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DDDD DODO DDOD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
!II-\AAAA: DDDD DODD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DODD DDOO DODD DODD DODD DODD ODDD 
AAAAAA: DODD DODD DDOD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD 
AAAAAA: DODO DODD DODD DODD DODO DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODO 00 
AAAAAA: 0000 DODD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DDDD DODD DODD DODD ."" "'U~ AAAAAA: DDDD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DODD DDDD DODD 0000 DODD DODD DODO Oz 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































' () ~: c
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SE LECT OPTION: 
.-
PDSS MASTER 
PDSS PREPARE 
PDSS EXECUTE 
PDSS POST-PROCESSING 
MENU ON/OFF 
FIGURE A-IS 
D C-
D~TE~ 
